
LEADING ARTICLES.

SATURDAY, APRIL 23RD, 1864.

TIlE MEDICAL COUNCIL AND MEDICAL
EDUCATVrION.

A REFERENCE to the courses of lectures given in
the London schools, the details of which will be
found in our last nuumber, cannot fail to convince
the most sceptical that teachers themselves are all at
sixes and sevens as regards both the subjects which
should be taught, and the number of lectures which
a given course should comprise. If Descriptive
Anatomy can be taught sufficiently by lectures on
four days a week at Guy's and some other schools,
why should the student be required to attend lectures
on this subject six days in the week at the London
Hospital and University College? If enough know-
ledge of Physiological Anatomy can be acquired in
two days of each week by a student at St. George's,
why should attendance on five days be required of
students at Charing Cross Hospital and elsewhere?
If one day a week suffices to teach Comparative
Anatomy at the London Hospital, why devote five
days a week to this subject at University College?
If lectures on Histological Anatomy are necessary,
why are they given at three only of the eleven London
schools? Chemistry is taught on three days a week
at the Westminster School; why are four lectures on
Chemistry given at King's College, and five at Uni-
versity College, in each week ? If Practical Che-
mistry can be learnt by attendance in the laboratory
on one day a week at St. Mary's, and on two days
a week at the Westminster Hospital, why need the
student at St. George's and at King's College attend
on six days a week?

Such are a few of the anomalies of the present
system; sufficient, however, to perplex and puzzle
both parents and students. Botany, Materia Medica,
Forensic Medicine, and Midwifery, are severally
taught on three, four, and five days a week: Medi-
cine on three, four, and five; but for the most part
on three days a week. "' Order is Heaven's first law";
but we shall seek in vain for any evidence of either
order or system in the arrangements here recorded.
No doubt we shall be told that all this apparent con-
fusion is, in reality, a beautiful adaptation of circum-
stances to suit the ever-varying intellectual capacities
of individual students; but such reasoning, we trust,
will be regarded by the Medical Council as a species
of metaphysical subtlety incomprehensible to the or-
dinary run of intelligence.
We fancy we can discern one great general error

underlaying the whole system of the schools; and we
think the Medical Council would be performing a

legitimate part of their functions in giving their at-
tention to this subject.

Those who have settled the courses of lectures (in
the London schools, at all events), seem to have pro-
ceeded on the false and vain idea that medical educa-
tion consists in the main in the teaching of the lec-
turer, and not in the acquisition of knowledge by
study on the part of the student. They appear to
have argued that the great point in the whole scheme
is to give lecturers opportunity for lecturing; as if,
in fact, students were made for lecturers, and not
lecturers for students. The student is treated as a
passive hearer; not as an active learner. The main
fact seems to have escaped consideration; viz., that
no amount of mere teaching can really educate for
the medical or any other profession; that teaching is
almost useless unless the taught be learners as well as
listeners.
Our present system has tended in a very great de-

gree to the discouraging rather than the fostering of
learning on the part of students, who, in our lecture
system, are treated more like boys than they were
even when at school. At school, the boy was not taught
his lesson; he had to learn it. He was made to exer-
cise his faculties in working out his lesson, and at-
taining knowledge; but now-a-days, teaching has
superseded learning, and education now consists in
treating subjects of science, requiring close and
thoughtful study as well as diligent observation, as
adapted only for tedious discourse; in fact, it has
become the art of displaying without imparting
knowledge. Philosophy in sport, instead of Science
in earnest.

lVhat has been the result of this so-called system
of education ? Have students become earnest
thinkers, attentive learners, diligent observers? Are
they not too often listless, half-somnolent lecture-
room attendants? Has not the practice of cramming
greatly increased ? Do not manuals abound-those
charming little waistcoat-pocket volumes comprising
whole sciences in a nutshell, the reductio ad ab-
surdum of our present lecturing system? Lee-
turers, in truth, believed they had discovered
what all the world else has been so long on the look
out for, and in vain; viz., a royal road to knowledge;
but, happily, we have at last begun to discover that
there is something " rotten in the state." No doubt
the original error which presided over the birth of
some of our London schools has in part produced the
present false system. 'We all know that more than
one school has been hot-bedded into existence, not
because it was wanted, or that students were short of
lecturers; but because would-be lecturers were am-
bitious of having students. And we know that even
chairs have been created solely for the accommodation
of the lecturer. Out of one evil sprang another.
The superabundance of lecturing power produced
competition; this took the shape either of low prices,
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or of an increase in the number of subjects taught-
to the great misfortune of the student, and to the de-
triment of sound medical knowledge. At this crisis,
our presiding genius, the Medical Council, happily
steps in to save the student, and to teach his lec-
turers wisdom.
We have already, in our last number, suggested

generally what we conceive to be the duties of the
Medical Council in regard to professional education;
it is unnecessary, therefore, to repeat it here. If
something be not done to reform the present state of
things, we shall probably find ourselves one day in a
state of revolution. Some men are already beginning
to ask-and certainly not without a show of reason
-whether it would not be better to do away with
the entire system of compulsory attendance on lec-
tures, and leave the student to gain his knowledge
how and where he best may, making the passing of a
very stringent examination the sole evidence of his
fitness for a qualification to practise. It is suggested
that freedom in education may prove perchance as
good a thing for the profession as freedom in trade
has been for the country. Why, it has been asked,
should a monopoly of teaching be guaranteed to any
particular schools or set of men? Why should not
any one who feels a vocation for the business become
a trainer of medical youth? Look at your system,
such reasoners say, and see the sort of fruit which it
has borne. Many a lecture-room of your recognised
teachers is deserted by the students, who yet flock to
the classes of those natural born instructors, com-
monly called grinders, and nillingly pay extra fees to
be prepared for their examinations. These grinders
are, as you well know, not to be ignored; they are
numerous enough in London to make all recognised
teachers scandalised. Why should they exist, and
some of them make large incomes by lecturing, if
your registered system were perfect? Moreover, if
it be a fact, and you will scarcely venture to deny it,
that a very large number of students are every year
not only prepared for, but actually are enabled to
pass their examinations solely through the instruc-
tion received from the grinder, what have you to say
in defence of the system of recognised examinations
Which acknowledges the effectiveness of such grind-
ing? You say that grinding is a deplorable thing;
and yet you must admit that your system of examin-
ation is one which enables the man who has been so
deplorably educated to pass through it. Herein do
you not condemn either your official plan of educa-
tion, or your official system of examination? Why
do you not throw open the whole system of medical
education, and make your examination the real and
sole test of sound knowledge? Would it not be
better for the country that it should be supplied with
medical men who have been subjected to a very
much more stringent test of their medical capacity,
than any which is at present applied to them by your
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examining boards? Would it not be better, instead
of relying in part upon the fact that the candidate has
gone through certain prescribed courses of study,
that you should ignore all his antecedents-take no
thought of how or where he got his knowledge-and
submit him to a test which would prove absolutely
that he is fully competent to enter on the duties of
practice. Would not this be better than requiring
the candidate for a qualification to practise to pass a
less stringent examination on the strength of the fact
that he had, nominally or otherwise, gone through a
regularly recognised and prescribed course of study.
Such is the sort of arguments which the revolu-

tionary party is ready to pour forth; and we signalise
them here in order to arouse the Mledical Council to
the urgency of the business on its hands. The
Council has before it assuredly a great, a serious, and
a most difficult task. If it fail in its performance, it
fails in its duty, fails in the special business for which
it was especially constituted, and for which the pro-
fession pays it so dearly. If the feeble voice of a
non possumus should issue from its conclave, it is
clear to us that it confesses either to a lack of power
to execute, or to a lack of moral courage to perform
its work. If its powers be really defective, then its
duty is to get them enlarged; if it fail to act througl
weakness of purpose, why then- But such a cala-
mitous conclusion we must not, for a moment, anti-
cipate.

GARIBALDI AND HIS MEDICAL
ADVISERS.

THE present reported state of Garibaldi's leg and
general health proves clearly enough that it was not
for medical advice he visited England. The plain fact,
that his leg had recovered as well as a leg could have
done under the circumstances of its injury, and that
the wound had completely healed, must have satisfied
his attendants and himself, before he left Italy, that
his future remedy lay in the halnds of time and na-
ture, and that there was nothing for art or science to
do further in the matter. His visit to this country,
we may safely affirm, had some much more powerful
motive than this merely personal one. Garibaldi has
not shown himself the man to be over-mindful of his
own personal comforts. His journey to England
manifestly had a political object in view. He
came with the hopes of finding a remedy or some
help, not for his own limb, but for the cure of the
ulcers festering on the great leg of Italy, at Rome
and at Venice. Mr. Partridge's letter in the Times
gives a full account of his bodily colndition.

-I saw General Garibaldi," writes Mr. Partridge
on the 14th inst., "' and am able to state that his visit
to this country is quite unconn*ected with any seeking
or necessity for medical or surgical opinion or treat-
ment; this statement is due also to the able Italian
surgeons to whose unremitting care and skill (aided
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by his own excellent constitution and abstemious,
active habits) the General is indebted for his suc-
cessful cure. General Garibaldi's health, which had
been somewhat impaired by the long confinement of
his wound, so as to render a change of air and scene

desirable, is now quite restored, and he looks and de-
clares himself to be in excellent condition. The
limp, and use of a stick in walking, are owing to a
remaining stiffness of the ankle-joint and of the
sheaths of the surrounding tendons; but, as the arti-
culation retains some degree of mAovement, and the
foot is in good position-at right angles with the leg
-it is not improbable that with time, care, and
moderate exercise, the joint will become, so to speak,
more supple: and that eventually, though a certain
degree of lameness must always exist, a useful and
active limb will be obtained. With regard to the
present condition of the leg and foot, there is no

swelling nor inflammation of either; the wound has
quite healed, is fiee from discharge; and though the
scar is a little tender, and requires the protection of
a slip of plaster, there is no present sign of abscess,
nor of the existence of more particles of dead bone to
come away. The foot, indeed, is turned a little in-
wards, but it has been so ever since the injury; and
this is owing to the loss of support to the foot derived
from the inner ankle, the bone ofwhich was broken by
the shot, and was afterwards cast off or exfoliated.
The General is able to bear thewholeweight ofhis body
upon the injured limb, which is quite free fiom pain,
except after over-exertion in standing or walking.
The medical and surgical history of the General's
case is fully detailed in the pamphlets of Drs. Ripari
and Basile, copies of which I have presented to the
libraries of the College of Surgeons and of the Me-
dical and Chirurgical Society."
But English surgery is not happy in its dealings

with Garibaldi. Last week we were told authorita-
tively that Garibaldi was in capital condition of foot
and body. In Monday's Tinmes appears Mr. Par-
tridge's letter, informing us that the General was in
as perfect health as could be expected; but, in the
second edition of the Teleqraph of the same day,
before the ink of Mr. Partridge's letter was dry in
the Times, Mr. Fergusson announces that Garibaldi
must give up all this gallivanting about the country,
or he will not answer for his health; and then, on the
evening of the next day, Dr. Basile, " Chirurgo del
Generale Garibaldi," writes a flat contradiction to
Mr. Fergusson's letter; and affirms that the General
can go through his programme of progresses with
ease and safety, tuto et jucund6; " his health is per-

fectly satisfactory, and his wound, some four or five
months cicatrised, no longer requires surgical care."

Naturally, people turn to other quarters for an ex-

planation of these inconsistencies. Garibaldi's visit
to England was purely a political visit, it is said;
it was initiated in politics; it has been carried on

politically; and apparently its end has a political
aspect. People find it hard to believe that a man

with an iron constitution, who has roughed it with
impunity through many a severe campaign, should
sink under the burthens of a score of silken fetes-
should " die of a rose in aromatic pain."

However, Mr. Fergusson now assures us that Gari-
baldi's once iron frame cannot bear the excitement

and fatigue of this lionising. But then, again, we
have, per contra, Mir. Partridge, who vouches for
Garibaldi's health, and Garibaldi's own doctor Basile,
who declares " that the General is able to undergo
the journey which he proposed to undertake without
danger."

It is not for us to reconcile such contrary opinions.
We can only chronicle them, and say that we think
them very much to be regretted, and that they might
and should have been avoided. Alr. Fergusson,
after his opinion is published, suggests a medical con-
sultation on the case. We must venture to say that,
in our opinion, he would have done far better, had
he called the consultation before his opinion was pub-
lished, and more especially as the question was mani-
festly, in the main, of a medical nature. Indeed, it
seems to us very strange that any official notice of
the health of Garibaldi should have been issued
without previous consultation with Dr. Basile; or, at
all events, that Dr. Basile's existence should have
apparently been completely ignored in the matter.
Professional etiquette, we consider, would have de-
manded that a consultation, at all events with Dr.
Basile, should have preceded any such semi-official
announcements. The fact of Dr. Basile being an
Italian does not justify any departure from the ordi-
nary rules of professional etiquette; and surely no
English surgeon would have felt justified in issuing
such a report without previous consultation with any
English physician with whom he was in attendance
in the case. We conclude that the ordinary rules of
professional etiquette have been departed from by
AIr. Fergusson in this case, from the fact of the pub-
lication by Dr. Basile of the letter above referred to,
which we here give.
" SIR,-I have seen the letter of Dr. Ferguson to

the Times of to-day concerning General Garibaldi's
health, in which he states that it would be unsafe for
his health to fulfil the engagements he has under-
taken to visit certain provincial towns. I feel bound,
as the physician in regular attendance upon the
General, to affirm that his health is perfectly satis-
factory, and that his wound, since four or five months
cicatrised, no longer requires surgical care. I make
this statement with greater confidence, inasmuch as
it was confirmed on the occasion of his first consulta-
tion by Dr. Ferguson himself, and still more recently
by Dr. Partridge.
" I am firmly convineed that the General is able to

undergo the journey without danger which he pro-
posed to undertake. DR. G. BASILE,

" Chirurgo del Generale Garibaldi.
"Tuesday Morning."
If Dr. Basile, indeed, were consulted by Mr. Fer-

gusson, and differed from him in opinion at the con-
sultation, why were not other physicians or surgeons
called in, in such an important case, to decide the
point differed on? We feel bound to make these
remarks; for we can scarcely think that our profes-
sion has been put in a good position before the world
in this matter. We might even go further, and say
that, if strict and high etiquette had been observed
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in this affair, MIr. Partridge should, in the first in- E

stance, have met Mr. Fergusson in consultation. MIr.
Fergusson spoke, in his first letter, of the skill, etc.,

of Garibaldi's Italian medical adviser; why, then, t
should he ignore his existence in consultation? We s
may add, that we know on good authority, from one i

who has shaken Garibaldi's hand, and felt his pulse, ;
and closely watched hisfacies, subsequently to all this
correspondence, that the General is, to all appearance,
hale, hearty, and well. That Garibaldi does not i
trust wholly to the advice given, is clear from the ,

fact that he is still hesitating as to his departure.
But whatever resolve he takes; whether he seeks
further advice, and obtains consent therefrom to pro- 1
secute his journey through the country; or whether i
he leaves the country at once-still, in our opinion,

our profession has not been happily illustrated in

connexion with him. At the present moment, it is
certain that a large and general feeling prevails
throughout the country, that Garibaldi's proposed de-
parture has more of a political than of a medical ne-

cessity. A solemn medical consultation would have
prevented all such suspicions and surmises on his case.

Miss GARRETT, the lady medical student who, as

our readers may remember, was some time since re-

fused admission to examination at the Universities of

London and of Edinburgh, has obtained admission
to examination at Apothecaries' hlall. Miss Garrett
has, indeed, passed her preliminary and her first pro-

fessional examination at the Hall; and intends, we

suppose, in due time, to present herself for her final
examination. But, some of our readers will ask, how
can the Apothecaries admit the lady to examination?
A five-years' apprenticeship is absolutely requisite of
candidates; and surely Miss Garrett cannot have
gone through this necessary preliminary. Again, by
the terms of the Apothecaries' Act, it might be
doubted whether a female is admissible to examina-
tion. No person or persons, it says, shall be admitted
to examination, unless he or they have, etc. If Miss
Garrett come in at all, she must come in under the
they; but in such a reading of the Act, Mr. Lynx-
eye, the lawyer, would probably pick a hole. Miss
Garrett has also made application for admission to

examination at the College of Physicians. Whether
the Fellows will be gallant enough to admit her,
remains to be seen; also, it remains to be seen

whether they have the power to do so. The Charter
says that etemo admissmzs sit; which, however, may,

perhaps, by a little legal subtilty, be made to em-

brace the feminine gender. But then, again, it says

that the College shall have power over omnium homi-
num of the Faculty of Physic; and it is difficult to
believe that the idea of woman was intended to be
embraced in the word hominum, whatever may be
the strict etymological value of the word. The
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statutes, again, which recite the privileges of the
College say, that the commonalty is to choose

yearly a president, "to oversee, rule, and govern
the said fellowship and conmmonalty, and all
men of the said faculty." Now, if men lmlean the
male sex, then it would seem, if Miss Garrett were

admitted a member, the president would have no

jurisdiction over her, she being a woman. But this
could never have been contemplated. Altogether, the
incident is a curious one; and will, probably, afford
subject for subtle argument amongst the Fellows of
the College, and perhaps amongst the men of law.
The College, to solve the question, has laid the case

before its men of law, to ascertain-1. Whether by
its Charter it can admit females to examination; and
2. Whether, if it have such power, it can refuse to

exercise it. When the legal opinion has been ob-
tained, then the College will discuss the general
merits of the doctors-in-petticoats question.

WE may, with justice, alter the proverb occasionally,
and say, " Qui accuse, s'accuse." An ilnstance of this
occurred the other day at the College of Physicians.
The excellent President was taken somewhat to task
for having spoken, as it was alleged, disparagingly of
the British Phcermacopceia. Dr. Farre undertook
the defence of the badly-famed volume, and took ex-

ception to the President's ruling in the case. But
the profession (as a body) has fully endorsed the Pre-
sident's views; and the public at large are greatly in-
debted to him for boldly giving from his seat a word
of caution to doctors and druggists, not to meddle
with a description of weapons of whose qualities
they had not made themselves master. Dr. Farre's
defence of the British Pharmacopceia was, in reality,
not exactly a defence, but rather a bill of indictment
drawn up against it. The fact is, that the old pro-
verb of " too many cooks spoiling broth" is fully
exemplified in the work. The volume is wanting in
the true elements of success-in uniformity, sim-
plicity, and oneness. We may fairly surmise that a

regular triangular duel has been fought over it be-
tween the parties concerned in its production, and
living in London, Edinburgh, and Dublin; and that
the fighting was compromised by a general agreement
that each belligerent should have, to a given extent,
his own way. Hence, this uniformity of the British
Pharmacopoeia resembles that of the United King-
domr when the union was first declared-being much
more nominal than real. Horace knew what was
right in many ways; and that golden rule of his,
" Denique sit quodvis simplexcduntaxat et unum,"
was not, we suppose, kept in mind by the Pharmaco-
paeia Committee; and hence its failure.

How comes it that gentlemen who have passed their
examinations at our Colleges of Surgeons are so often
found unfit to perform the duties of army surgeons?

I
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Surely a man ought to be as well educated for the
performance of his duties in civil as he is in military
life. There must be something defective in the sys-
tem of examinations which brings about such a result.
We understand that, at the last examination of can-
didates for the army, there were fourteen gentlemen
subjected to examination, and that of these only six
passed; and that not one of them was admitted into
the first class. This, it must be remembered, occurs
at a time when medical men are very much wanted in
the army, and, therefore, when, as it might be sup-
posed, the examinations would not be pressed to any
excessive extent. The fact is worthy the attention
of the Medical Council at this moment.

AT the present moment, the following extract from
Palmer's Life of John Hunter may be read with in-
terest. It shows in a striking manner the " develop-
mental" state of modern medical education.
"It was customary for the lecturers of that day

(1745) to treat in one course on a number of subjects,
sufficient to furnish matter for three or four distinct
courses according to our present system (1835); and
the meagre amount of information afforded to their
hearers may be judged of by the following facts, men-
tioned by Mr. Chevallier in his Hunterian Oration.
Mr. Bromfield, who was surgeon to St. George's, and
a lecturer of considerable note, comprised anatomy
and surgery in a course of thirty-six lectures. Dr.
Nicholls, at whose school (in Edinburgh ?) William
Hunter studied, professed to teach anatomy, physio-
logy, and the general principles of pathology and
midwifery, in thirty-nine; and Mr. Nourse, of St.
Bartholomew's, embraced totam rem anatomicam in
twenty-three lectures."

AN inquest was held last week on MIr. John Lingard,
a tradesman in Liverpool, who had died from taking
five grains of strychnine instead of the same quantity
of James's powder, which had been prescribed for
him. From the evidence given, it appeared that the
druggists at whose establishment the prescription was
made up kept both the above named articles, with
others, poisonous and non-poisonous, on the same
shelf; several of them-the strychnine and James's
powder especially-being in similar bottles. The
assistant who dispensed the prescription took down
the bottle of strychnine, which was near the James's
powder bottle, and consequently put up a dose of the
wrong material. The jury returned a verdict that
the deceased came to his death " by the culpable neg-
lect of Richard Poole" (the assistant) " in making up
the medicine"-this being equivalent to a verdict of
manslaughter. The jury also recommended that the
druggists-Messrs. Clay and Abrahams-" should ex-
ercise greater precaution in the arrangement of the
bottles".

AN advertisement which appears in this day's
.JOURNAL states that aiTangements have been made
at the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital, to give a

series of demonstrations of the use of the ophthal-
moscope. The first course is to commence on Thurs-
day, Mlay 12th, at half-past 7 P.xi., and is to be con-
tinued weekly at the same day and hour, under the
superintendence of Mr. Wordsworth, Mr. IIulke, and
Mr. llutchinson. We have much pleasure in brinig-
ing this announcement under the notice of our readers,
as we are confident that, under such able teachers as
the surgeons of the Ophthalmic Hospital, and with
the ample means afforded by the institution,
those wlho avail themselves of the opportunity now
afforded them of obtaining knowledge in ophthalmo-
scopic matters, will not fail to receive most correct and
complete instruction.

THE WVien. Med. JV'och. states that, up to April
1st, 725 sick and wounded of the Austrian army
had been sent home from Denmark. CatarThs and
inflammatory diseases were decreasing, but ague on
the increase. Three hundred and seventeen wounded,
of whom ninety-one were Danes, were still in hos-
pital. The nursing of the sick was performed by 140
nuns, sisters, and charitable brothers.
The following gentlemen have been elected corre-

sponding members of the Society of Physicians of
Vienna: Dr. W. A. F. Browne, Dr. W. Farr, Dr.
Lockhart Robertson, Dr. D. Skae, Dr. Sieveking,
Dr. Conolly, and Mr. Toynbee.

Professor Budge has arrived at some interesting
conclusions concerning the influence of the nervous
system over the movements of the bladder. He finds
a distinct connexion between the peduncles of the
brain, the restiform body, the medulla oblongata, and
the anterior columns of the spinal marrow, down to
the end of the cord.

THE LATE CHARLES PALK COLLYNS, Esq.

DIED at Dulverton, on the 7th instant, aged 70,
Charles Palk Collyns, Esq., Surgeon. Mr. Collyns.
was one of the oldest members of the Association;
and in him the West Somerset Branch have not only
sustained the loss of their President for the time
being, but also of one to whom they were accustomed
to look up for counsel and advice, feeling certain of
his ready assistance and firm support in upholding
the rights of the profession and promoting the wel-
fare of its members. For half a century he practised
at Dulverton; and so entirely was he identified with.
the place, that it will be very long ere his friends will
realise the fact of his removal. He was beloved by
both rich and poor; and with untiring energy he
laboured night and day in their interests and for
their benefit. As a keen sportsman, he had few-
equals; and his popular work on the Red Deer of
Devon shows how close an observer he could be, and
how much the members of the Devon Stag Hunt are
indebted to him for the preservation of the wild deer,
and for the maintenance and efficiency of the hunt.
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